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ON CONTINUA

BY

R. J. KOCH AND A. D. WALLACES)

The purpose of this note is to investigate the structure of certain compact

connected semigroups 5 which satisfy S2 = S. If X is any continuum then a

continuous associative multiplication may be introduced by

(i) xy = x all x, y(EX

or

(ii) xy=y all x, y€zX.

We shall give certain instances in which, due to the topological structure

of S, the multiplication must be of this trivial kind. The central ideas of the

paper spring in one way or another from dense connected sets. For example,

5 being a continuum (S will always denote a Hausdorff topological semigroup,

or mob), S2 = S if and only if each dense ideal is connected. We will show, for

example, (Theorem 6) that if 5 is irreducible between its minimal ideal K

and some other set and if S2 — S then S must have a unit, S is commutative,

and S/K (in the metric case) is an arc. In a related result (Theorem 5) it

will be proved that maximal ideals are composants. Because of the relative

novelty of the subject and the present lack of structure theorems we go into

considerable detail in considering some examples.

We follow the terminology of [l, p. 14]. In particular K denotes the mini-

mal ideal of S, if such exists, otherwise i£= D, and E denotes the set of idem-

potents. If 5 is compact it is known (see e.g. [14]) that K and E are non-

empty and that K is completely simple. If S is connected and K is nonempty,

then K is connected. For aG5, J(a) = a\JSa^JaSVlSaS (the ideal generated

by a). A clan is a compact connected mob with unit. We recall a result of

[8]: if S is compact and S2 = S, then S = SES. This is equivalent to: if S is

compact, S2 = S, and AT is a proper ideal of 5 then there is an idempotent

outside M.

We first state a topological extension [19; 20] of a theorem of Rees-

Suschkewitsch [13].

Theorem 1. Let S have a compact kernel ( = minimal ideal) K, and let

e£EK. Form eSeX(eSr\E)X(SeC\E) with the multiplication (t, e,f)(t', e',f)

= (tef't, e',f) and define <f>: eSeX(eSC\E)X(SeC\E)^>Kby <j>(t,e,f)=fet. Then
eSeX(eSr\E) X(Se(~\E) is a compact mob, and <{> is a topological isomorphism
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onto. Further, if r\: K^>K is defined by "v(t) is the idempotent in the group con-

taining t," then r: S—*K defined by r(x) = xr\(ex) is a retraction of S onto K.

Our main use of Theorem 1 will be in the form of the following corollary:

Corollary 1. Let S be a continuum, and suppose K is not the cartesian

product of two nondegenerate continua. Then either K is a group or the multi-

plication in K is of type (i) or (ii).

Proof. From Theorem 1 we know K is topologically isomorphic with

eSeX{eSf~s\E)X{Ser\E), and each of the factors is a continuum since S is.

Hence at least two of eSe, eSC\E, and Se(~\E must consist of single elements.

If eSC\E and Se(~\E are single elements (namely e), then K is isomorphic

with eSe, hence is a group [l ]. If eSe and eSf~\E are both the element e, then

the multiplication is of type (i). If eSe and Sef^E are both e, then the multi-

plication is of type (ii).

The following theorem extends a result of Faucett [4, Theorem 1.4].

Theorem 2. Let S be compact and connected. Then S2 = S if and only if

each dense left (right) ideal containing K is connected (also, if and only if, each

dense ideal is connected).

Proof. Suppose S2 = S and let L be a dense left ideal containing K. Then

SL = S(L\JK) =U {Sa\a£EiL\\JK and each Sa meets the connected set K,

so SL is connected. Now SL(ZL(ZS and (SL)* = S2 = S (stars denote closure)

so L is connected. Conversely, suppose each dense left ideal containing K is

connected and S29^S. Let a(E.S\S2 and let V be an open set about a with

V*C\S2=[3- Then S\F(V) is a dense two-sided ideal and is not connected,

a contradiction.

Lemma 1. Let S be connected, let K exist and let S = ES. Then each left ideal

containing K is connected.

Proof. Let L be a left ideal containing K. Since S — ES it follows that

L = SL. Then L = SL = S(L\JK) =U {Sa\a^L}\JK and each Sa meets the
connected set K, so L is connected.

We say that a continuum has property ( * n) if each dense connected open

subset omits at most re points.

Lemma 2. Let S be a continuum satisfying (*2), and with S2 = S. Then

either S has a left or right unit, or for some e, /G-E, S = SeVJSf=eS\JfS.

Proof. It is known that each maximal proper (left, right, 2-sided) ideal is

open and dense [9, p. 681-682]. Note that 5 has at most two maximal proper

ideals (m.p.i.): for if Mlt M2, M3 are m.p.i. then MxM2MsQMir\M2r\M3.

Now MiM2M3 is dense and connected by continuity of multiplication, hence

Mxr\M2C\M<i is dense. It is open since each of M\, M2, M3 is open, and finally
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it is connected since it lies between a connected set and its closure. Hence

M\P\M2r\Mz is dense, connected, open, and omits at least three points.

Case 1. M is the unique m.p.i. Then M omits at most two elements, and

at least one of these is an idempotent, say M(ZS\e. Now Se and eS may be

assumed to be proper since otherwise S would have a left or right unit.

Hence SeCZL, a maximal proper left ideal and eSQR, a maximal proper right

ideal. Let a£S\L and bES\R. Now RMLQRl^Mr\L so Rr\MC\L is dense,
connected, open and omits e, a, b. Hence a = b, R = L, and L is an ideal. Since

M is unique, e(EL(ZM, a contradiction.

Case 2. Mu M2 are distinct m.p.i. Then Mi = S\e, M2 = S\f where e,/G£.

If 5eWS/is proper, then Se^JSfQL, a maximal proper left ideal. Let a(E.S\L.

Then MiM2L(ZMi(~^M2C\L and this omits the three points e, a, f. We con-

clude that SeyjSf=S = eSVJfS, and the proof is complete.

In what follows, we use the Alexander-Kolmogoroff cohomology groups

based on some fixed but arbitrary nonzero Abelian group for coefficients.

Lemma 3. Let S be a continuum with either left or right unit, or with S = EiS

= SE2 where Ei\JE2QE and one of Eu E2 is finite. Then Hl(S, K) =0.

Proof. Note that Hl(S, K) is isomorphic with H\S/K) where S/K is the

Rees quotient of 5 by K [16]. Since S/K has a zero and satisfies the hypoth-

eses of the lemma, it suffices to consider the case when 5 has a zero. It now

remains to show H1(S)=0. If S has either a left or right unit, the result is

known [16]. Suppose E2 is finite and assume inductively that H1(S)='Q if

card E2^k. Suppose S = EiS = SE2 with E2= {ei, e2, ■ ■ ■ , ek, /}, and let

Si = U?=1 Se(. Consider the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence [3] (using reduced

groups in dimension 0):

H°(S) -* H^SJ X H°(Sf) -*H°(Si H Sf)

IP(S)^IP(Sl) X Hl(Sf)

Now Si and Sf are connected since 5 has a zero, so H°(Si) =0 and H°(Sf) =0.

Also H1(Si) =0 by the induction hypothesis, and it is known (since 5 has a

zero) that FT(Sf) =0 [16]. It follows that A is an isomorphism onto, and it

remains to show that iI0(5iO5/) =0, i.e. that SiH\Sf is connected. Since

5 has a zero and S = EiS, this is immediate from Lemma 1, and the proof is

complete.

We say that a continuum X has property N if for any proper subcon-

tinuum PCX H\X, P)^0.

Theorem 3. Let S be a continuum satisfying (*2), having property N, and

with S2 = S. Then S = K, and either S is a group or the multiplication is of type

(i) or (ii).
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Proof. We conclude from Lemmas 2 and 3 that H^S, K)=0. Hence if

K<S, then 5 fails to have property N. Therefore S = K, and since S cannot

be the cartesian product of two nondegenerate continua by (*2), the conclu-

sion follows from Corollary 1.

Some examples covered by Theorem 3 are: S1, two tangent Svs, S1 to-

gether with a diameter, two disjoint .S^'s connected by a line segment, and

variations of these in which arcs are replaced by "long" arcs (based on the

ordinal numbers filled in by arcs). It is likely that the only mob satisfying

the hypotheses of Theorem 3, and which admits a group structure is S1. At

this writing it is unknown whether Theorem 3 holds with (*2) replaced by

(* „), and in particular by (* 3).

Definition. Let X be a continuum, p(E.X, and define T(p) to be the

intersection of the sets (X\A)* where A runs through all continua in X not

containing p. As stated in [7], T(p) is a continuum if X is metric. It can be

seen that this holds without the assumption that X is metric.

Theorem 4. If S is a clan, if I is an open or closed ideal, and if p(E.S, then

T(p)fM^\J implies pGL

Proof. Let / be closed, p(E.S\I, xET(p)f~\I. Let U be an open set about

p with U*r\I=H- Now J0(S\U*), the largest ideal of 5 contained in

S\U*, is an open connected ideal [9] containing /. Then J0(S\U*)* is a

continuum containing x in its interior which does not contain p. Hence

x(E.S\T(p), a contradiction. Now let / be open, pQI, xE:T(p)C\I. Let U be

an open set about x with U*QI. Note that SU*S is an ideal and hence is

connected since 5 has a unit. Then SU*S is a continuum containing x in its

interior which does not contain p. Hence x^S\T(p), a contradiction.

Corollary. // S is a clan and if p€zHu (the maximal subgroup containing

the unit), then T(p)(ZHu.

Proof. Note that S\HU is a maximal proper ideal. If x(E.T(p)\Hu, then

SXS is a closed ideal containing x, so by the theorem, p^SXS. But p(EHu

implies HU(ZSXS(ZS\H„, a contradiction.

Example 1. Let A be the graph of sin x~l, 0 <xgl together with the

limit line, let B= {(2-x, y)\ (x, y)EA \, and let X=AKJB. Denote the limit

lines by L and R. We show that if X admits the structure of a mob S equal

to its square then the multiplication must be of type (i) or (ii). Suppose

S2 = S, K<S and let / be a maximal proper ideal. Then there is an idem-

potent e outside /, and since / is open, dense, and connected by Theorem 2,

we have e^VUR. We show now that if KC\L^ □. then KKJL is an ideal. If

L C K then the claim is clear. Hence we may assume K C L. Now SL

— LLVJ[S\(L\JR)]-L\JRL and each of these sets is arcwise connected and

meets KQ.L. Hence each set is contained in L since no arcwise connected set

can meet both L and its complement. In a similar way L\JK( = L) is a right
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ideal, so L\JK is an ideal. In a similar way we can show that if KC\R^[/}

then K\JR is an ideal. Since K is proper, either KC\L = □ or Kf\R = □. Also

either (1) K(~\L = □ and eGZ, or (2) KC\R= □ and e£i?. Suppose (1) holds.

Let / be any idempotent in L. Then fSf is a continuum containing / and a

point of K (which is outside L). Hence LQfSf, so/ is a unit for L. It follows

that e is the unique idempotent of L. Since L is arcwise connected, so is L2,

and since e£L we conclude L2(ZL. It follows that L is a group, but L is not

homogeneous, a contradiction. Under (2) we reach a similar contradiction.

Hence K = S and the conclusion follows from the Corollary to Theorem 1.

Example 2. [ll, p. 93]. Let p be the origin of the plane, a = (l, 0),

b = (-l, 0), bn = (-l, -1/n), cn = ((n + l)/n, -1/n), en = ((n + l)/n, 1/n).

Let L be the line segment from b to a, let xn be the arc from bn to £, #„

= [bn, c„]KJ[c„, en]*U[en, p]. Let S = LUxi*Ux2yj • • • . We show that S does

not admit the structure of a mob with unit. Suppose the contrary. We first show

Kr\L — \Zl- Suppose not; then if x is a point of L to the right of p, we have

T(x) =L, so T(x)C\Kt^\Z\ and x£i£. Note that no subcontinuum of S is a

cartesian product of two nondegenerate subcontinua, so by the Corollary to

Theorem 1 we may assume K consists of left zeroes, i.e. each element of K

is a minimal right ideal. Let V be an open set about x, let R( V) be the largest

right ideal of S contained in V. Then R(V) is open [9] and R(V)VJK is con-

nected (by the dual to Lemma 1). We conclude that K contains all but a

finite number of line segments converging to [p, a], (the segment from p to

a). Now the unit u is a non cutpoint, and we distinguish two cases. Suppose

u£S\L; pick sequences {wn} and {zn} in k with {zn}-^p and {w„}—>x.

Then uz» = z„, pzn = p for each positive integer n so by arcwise connectedness

there is a sequence {tn} in [p, u] with tnz„ = wn. Now \tn\ clusters at <o£ [p, u]

so {tnzn} = {w„} clusters at t0p and converges to x, hence t0p = x. We show

next that [p, u] is a mob, which will furnish a contradiction. Let q be that

point of K in [p, u] which is closest to u. By a result of Faucett [4], [q, u]

is a mob. Let r be that point of [p, q] which is closest to q and satisfies

P<E [u, q]r, so that [u, r]2= [u, p]. Using the fact that [q, r] consists of left

zeroes we see that [u, r]3= [u, r]2. Hence U { [u, r]"\ n>, 1} = [p, u] is a mob.

Hence we may suppose w£Z,; let \x„J be a sequence of endpoints converging

to u. Then uxn = xn and px„ = p for each n, so that, by arcwise connectedness,

there is a sequence {tn} in [u, p] with tnxn = wn. Then [tn\ clusters at

/oG [u, p] so {/„*;„} = {w„} clusters at t0u and converges to x, hence ta=x,

a contradiction. Thus KC\L = Dso that K is an interval. We shrink K to a

point to get the Rees quotient [13], and now have a zero (0). Let y denote

the endpoint of the line on which 0 lies. Then [y, p) is an open set about 0,

so J=J0([y, p)), the largest ideal of 5 contained in [a, p), is an open ideal

with J*C\L=p. Hence r(j;)n/V[], so thatxG./*, the contradiction which

completes the argument.

Recall that A is an isolated arc in the space X if A is an arc and

A(~\(X—A)* is one endpoint of A.
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Remark. Let X be a space containing an isolated arc. Then X admits the

structure of a mob S with left unit and with S^K.

Proof. Let A be an isolated arc in X, B = (X-A)*, p=AC\B. We define

the multiplication in B to be of type (ii). Let the multiplication in A be

that of the usual unit interval with p playing the role of zero. Finally, for

x£.A, y(EB, let xy=y, yx = p.

The construction can perhaps be seen more easily in the following way:

using the multiplications in A and B given above, let A X B have coordinate-

wise multiplication. Then A^JB is homeomorphic with the mob (AXp)

U(pXB).
We now take up some results of a preliminary nature involving a mob 5

which is a continuum irreducible between two subsets A and B and with

S2 = S. Recall that 5 is irreducible between A and B if for any subcontinuum

C with CC\A ?£ □ 9^ CC\B we have C= S. For a compact Hausdorff space X,

cdX^n iff the natural map IIn(X)^>H"(A) is onto for each closed set A C.X

[2]. (Here cdX is based on a fixed, but arbitrary, coefficient group.)

Theorem 5. Let S be a continuum with neither left nor right unit such that

S'- = S and S is irreducible between two subsets A and B. Then

(1) ACHe, BCH/for some e,f£E\K, and S = eSeVJfSf.
(2) There are exactly two maximal proper ideals, S\He and S\Hj.

(3) IIe and Ht are connected.

(4) 5 has exactly three composants, S, S\IIe and S\Hf.

(5) If cdS=l, then A=He=e, B=Hf=f.

Proof of (1). Let p(EA, qEB; since S2 = S, p(ExS and q(E.Sy for suitable

x, y(E.S. Hence by the irreducibility S = xS\JSy and xS — x2S^JxSy, so that

S = x2S\JxSy\JSy = ■ ■ ■ =xnS{JSy for each positive integer re. Therefore

S = e'S\JSy where e'£.EPT(x) [8, Theorem 2]. By a similar argument

S = c'5U5/' where/'Gr(y). If pQe'S then pESf'CSy so that p, q<=Sy and
Sy = S; it follows that 5 has a right unit. Hence pEe'S and similarly q(E.Sf,

pESp, qEqS, and S = Sp^JqS. Now S = SeVJfS for suitable idempotents e,f,

and pESe, q<EfS, p£_pS, qESq. Hence S = pSVJSq, so S = eSUSf. If p$eS,
then p, q€zSf, Sf=S, and/ is a right unit for 5. Hence pEeS and similarly

qGSf. Hence p(E.eSr\Se = eSe and q€zfSr\Sf=fSf, so by the irreducibility
S = eSe*UfSf. Since eEpSC^Sp it follows that p£EHe and in a similar way

qGHf.
We now show e, f<ES\K. If e<=K, then either (eSe)0=O or eSe = K

[15, Theorem 4]. The first of these is impossible since eQfSf. But if eSe=K,

then K is a group [14], hence KdfSf. Then eEiKdfSf, the contradiction

which completes the proof of (1).

Proof of (2). Note that any maximal proper ideal M misses either A or

B, otherwise for aGAC\M, bEBHM we have J(a)UJ(b)CM<S. But by
Lemma 1, J(a){<JJ(b) is a continuum which meets both A and B, so that 5
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is not irreducible. It follows that there are at most two maximal proper ideals

and we now show that S\He and S\Hf are distinct maximal proper ideals.

The distinctness is clear and it suffices to show that S\He is an ideal. If not,

then S\He fails, say, to be a left ideal, so for some x£S and y£:S\He, xy^He.

We conclude that e£S;y; further since S — eSeVJfSf and 5 has neither a left

nor a right unit it follows that y^eSe. Hence e = zy for some z£S and we

may assume z, y(E.eSe. Now (yz)(yz)=yz. So by the complete simplicity of

SeS/(SeSr\J0(S\e)) [6, Corollary 4] either yz = e or yz £ J0(S\e). If

yz£/o('SV) then e = (zy) =z(yz)y£Jo(S\e), a contradiction. Hence yz = e and

y£iJe. This contradiction completes the proof.

Proof of (3). We establish the following more general result. The argu-

ments used are similar to those in [17, Lemma 3]. Let S be a continuum,

S = ESE, K^S, S irreducible about A, and let J be a maximal proper ideal.

Then A * meets each component of S\J.

Proof. Let C be a component of S\J, suppose A*C\C= □. and let U be

an open set about C with F(U)C\(S\J) = \J, and with A*r\U* = 0- Then

F=F(U)(ZJ so SFSCZJ. Since / is open, there is an open set V about F

with VC\ K = □ and SV*S C /. Now S\F = (S\U*) U U so S\SV*S
= [S\(U*KJSV*S)]V[U\SV*S] and these are separated. (Note that

FCSV*S.) If W= U\SV*Sthen S\Wa connected, WQUand CQW. Hence
A(~\W=\Z\ and (S\W)* is a proper continuum containing A, violating the

irreducibility.

Proof of (4). We show that Ce, the composant of 5 containing e, is S\IIf.

Let x€E.S\Hf; then J(x){JK\JeSe is a proper continuum containing e and x

so that x£Ce. Now let x£C<„ so that x, e£P, a proper subcontinuum of 5.

Suppose x£iJ/; then HeKJPyjHj is a continuum containing p, q, so He\JP\JIIf

= 5. But He has no inner points since maximal proper ideals are dense, and

similarly for Hf. Hence P = S, a contradiction.

Proof of (5). We first form the Rees quotient S/K, i.e. we shrink if to a

point. If/: S—+S/K is the natural map, then S/K is a continuum irreducible

between f(A) and f(B) and has a zero. Hence we may assume S has a zero.

If He^e, then He is a compact connected one-dimensional group, so FP(He)

5^0 and Hi(eSe)?^0 (real coefficients). But eSe is now a clan with zero, and

it is known [16, p. 48] that HH(eSe)=0 (all wj^O), a contradiction.

Recall that a subset C of a continuum X is a C-set if for any subcon-

tinuum A of X with Ar\C^\3 we have either ACC or CQA.

Theorem 6. Let S be a continuum such that S2 = S and such that S is irre-

ducible between K and A, where AQS. Then

S has a unit, S is commutative, and S/K is irreducibly connected between

zero and unit.

The proof will proceed in several short steps, as follows:

(1) S has a unit u, A<ZHU, and Hu is the set of all x such that S is irreducible

between K and x.
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(2) K is a group, each closed left ideal is principal, xS = Sx for each x£S,

and x, y£S imply SxQSy or SyCSx.

(3) The subcontinua of S meeting both K and S\K coincide with the prin-

cipal ideals 9^K, I(p) is open for each pC\S\K, and each set Ja, a£S, is a C-set

in Sa.

(4) Ja = a for each aCS\K, so S/K is irreducibly connected between zero

and unit.

(5) 5 is commutative.

Proof of (1). Let aG-4; since S2 — S, a£5x for some x£5. Now Sx is a

continuum which meets K and contains a so that S = Sx. Hence S = Se where

e£I\x)A.EI and e is a right unit. Dually 5 has a left unit so that S has a

unit. Note that by the result stated in the proof of Theorem 5, Part (3), Hu

is connected. We show next that Hu is the set of all x such that 5 is irreducible

between K and x. Suppose 5 is irreducible between K and x; then Sx = S so

x£iJ„. Conversely if x£iJ„, then let P be a continuum with x£P and

P(~\K^\Z\. If a(EzA, then ax~iP = S, and by [18, Theorem l] we conclude

that P = S.
The following lemma will be useful in the remaining proofs.

Lemma 4. Let S satisfy the hypotheses above, and let LC.S be a closed left

ideal containing K. Then xCS — L implies Sx~Z)L.

Proof. Let Ube an open set about x with U*C\L=U- Let P = L0(S\U*),

the largest left ideal of 5 contained in S\U*. Since 5 has a unit by (1), P is

connected by Lemma 1, and P is known to be open [9]. Since KC.P, it

follows from [10, p. 134] that (S\P*)* is a continuum (which misses L).

Hence 5xU(5\P*)* is a continuum which meets K and contains u, so

Sx\J(S\P*)* = S and LC.Sx.

Proof of (2). We show first that K is a group. If we take L =K in Lemma 4,

and let y £ F(K), it follows from continuity of multiplication that Sy = K = yS.

Hence K is a minimal left and right ideal, so K is a group [l]. Since K is a

group, each left ideal must contain K, and the hypotheses of Lemma 4 can

be relaxed accordingly. By an argument similar to that just given for K,

we see that each closed left ideal is principal. We show next that Sx = xS for

each x£5. To show that SxCxS let y£5x and suppose y£5\x5. By the

dual of Lemma 4, xSC.ySC.SxS. But xS is maximal among the principal

right ideals generated by elements of SxS [8, p. 399], so xS = yS and y£x5,

a contradiction. In a similar way, xSCSx, so Sx = xS. Finally let x, y£5 and

suppose SxCjISy. Note that x£5\5y so by Lemma 4, SyC-Sx and (2) is com-

plete.

Proof of (3). Let P be a continuum of S which meets both K and S\K.

Then PCSP, and since each closed left ideal is principal, SP = Sx for some

x£5. Also xCSP, so xCzSp for some pEP, and SP = Sx = Sp (note that

pCS\K). Hence PCSp, and we now show SpCP- Let Jp= \x\ SxS^SpS],
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and let I(p) =J(p)\Jp. It is clear that I(p) is an ideal of S, and we first show

I(p) is open. Let xCI(p); by (3), SxS = Sx = xS, so Sx<Sp. Let V be an

open set about Sx with pCS\V*. Let L be the largest left ideal of 5 con-

tained in V; then L is open [9] and pES\L*. Hence by Lemma 4, xELCL*

CSp, so I(p) is open. Now let yCI(p), and let W be an open set about y

with WCI(P) and JF*n/p = D- Then (S\SW*)*VP is a continuum which
meets both A and K, so that (5\5IF*)* = S and it follows that x£P. Hence

I(p) CP and Sp = J(p) = I(p) * CP.
Finally we show that each /„, a£5, is a C-set in Sa. Let (2 be a subcon-

tinuum of SaS with QrMa^\J^Qr\I(a), and let x£C-fV(a). Then SxSKJQ
is an ideal by the above results, hence 5xW<2 = /(a). Since SxCI(a)CS\Ja,

JaCQ and Ja is a C-set. It is known [15, p. 639] that a C-set is connected

and has no inner point.

Proof of (4). Let a£5 and we will show Ja=a. We distinguish two cases,

according as Ja is a group or not. We note that /„ is a group if and only if

Jar\E^r}. This follows from the complete simplicity of J(a)/I(a) [6] and

the fact that Sx = xS for each x£5. Suppose Ja is not a group; let Se be a

minimal member of [5/|a£5/, /££]. Then in the sense of the relation

a^b<-^aESb, e is the smallest idempotent above a (the uniqueness is a con-

sequence of part (2)). It follows that V = Se\Sa is an open set relative to Se

containing e such that VC~\E = {e \. By a theorem of Mostert and Shields

[12] an arc A can be started at e such that ACSe and AC\Je= \e}. Since Je

is a C-set in Se, we conclude that Je = e. Now Sb= [x\x^b] is closed for each

bCS. Hence [21] there is a smallest (^) element z with za£70. We now show

that Jz-a = Ja. If y£/z and yaCI(a), then zaCSza = SyaCI(a), a contra-

diction. Now let bCzJa and suppose that 6£/aa. Note that bQI(z)a, other-

wise (using the minimality of z) zaCzSbCSI(z) aCI(a), contrary to fact.

Hence 6£ [l(z)^JJz]-a = J(z) -a = Sza = Sa, a contradiction. Hence Jz-a = Ja,

so a = ta for some /£/*, and a=ta=t2a— ■ ■ ■ =tna for each positive integer

re. Therefore a=fa for /££f>\r(<), and aCfS. We conclude from the mini-

mality of e that/=e, tCHe, and Jz = He= {e}. Hence Ja = Jza = ea = a.

Now suppose /„ is a group, Ja = Je = He with e2 = e. Suppose Je^e, and

consider Se. Since He is not a D-chain in Se, [4, Theorem 2.2], there is an

open set V\ (relative to Se) about He such that V\ contains no cutpoint of Se.

Let Fbe an open set (relative to Se) about He with F*C Vu If Vf~\(E\e) = □,

then an arc (in Se) can be started at e and as in the first part of the proof we

conclude Je = e. Hence we may assume VT\(E\e)9i\3- We show next that

V*C\E is a compact order dense (^)-chain. It is clearly a compact chain. To

show V*f~\E is order-dense, suppose/, g£ V*C\E and g "covers" /, that is, g

is the least element with/£5g and g?*f. Then there is W open (relative to

Sg) about g with WC V and fCS\W. Now Wf~\(E\g) = □, so an arc A can

be started in Sg, with A(~\Jg= \g\. Since J0 is a C-set we conclude that

J<>= \s}» hence g is a cutpoint of S since 7(g) is open. But Vcontains no cut-
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points of S, a contradiction. It is clear that the topology induced by 2= on

E coincides with the relative topology of E. Hence V*(~\E is an order dense

compact chain and it follows that V*C\E is a continuum. Since Je is a C-set

and V*C\E(~\Je — {e), we conclude that Je= \e}. Therefore Ja = {a} for each

a£S\i£, and each a(E.S\K is a cutpoint. It is now immediate that S/K is

irreducibly connected between a zero and a unit.

Proof of (5). We show now that 5 is commutative. By a result of Faucett

[5, Lemma 5], S/K is commutative. If K consists of a single element, then

S = S/K, so that 5 is commutative. Now suppose that K is not a single

element and we will show that S\K is a mob. If not, then for some x, y£5\AT

we have ry£if. Note that by Part (3) of the theorem, K is a C-set, and

hence contains no inner point. Let [y, u] denote the "segment" from y to

the unit. Then x- [y, u] is a locally connected continuum which meets K and

contains x, so K(Zx- [y, «]. But since if is a nondegenerate C-set, x- [y, u] is

not locally connected at any element of K, a contradiction. Hence S\K is a

mob, and is commutative since S/K is. We conclude that (S\K)* = S, so

that 5 is commutative.

Corollary 1. If S is a metric indecomposable continuum with S2 = S, then

either S is a group or the multiplication is of type (i) or (ii).

Proof. If K is proper, then 5 is irreducible between K and some point not

in K, so that by the theorem, 5 has a unit. Hence by [9, Theorem 3] 5 is a

group and S = K, a contradiction. We now have S = K and the result follows

from the corollary to Theorem 1.

The following example indicates the complexities that may occur even

under what may seem to be the strong hypotheses of the theorem. Let G

be a compact group which contains a dense one-parameter semigroup f(R+)

(here i?+ denotes the non-negative additive reals). Define g: R+—>R by g(t)

= exp (— t). If h=fXg then h takes R+ isomorphically into GX(0, 1) and

h(R+)* is a clan whose minimal ideal is the group GXJOj and which is ir-

reducible from GX{o\ to (e, 1), e the unit of G. We may describe h(R+)*

by saying it is the group G and an infinite half ray spiraling down upon it.
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